Enter a world of fabulous freaks, exotic
acts & mysterious management
Anxious to bolster his small, dog-and-pony show-like circus to
a spectacle rivaling Ringling Brothers, Harold Hargove’s desperate
attempts to lure audiences with jaw-dropping attractions have created rivalries that extend beyond the center ring.
As the pressure builds for everyone--performers, guests, and
managers--a murder is committed that steals the show… and you
are left to uncover the culprit before the final act.
Was it the raging ringmaster in an attempt to clean up the
spectacle? The talented tight rope walker whose fall took them out
of the limelight? A revolting roustabout with revenge in his veins?
Or possibly a possessive performer whose death-defying demeanor
went too far…

In an intense world of illusion and intrigue,
you must rely on your wit and intuition to find
the killer before the grand finale!

Big Top
MURDER UNDER THE
ladies & gentlemen, girls & boys, children of all ages,
step right this way to be a part of...

RULES AT THE HARGROVE FAMILY CIRCUS

Please join us for the closing party on

Whether this is your first murder mystery experience or your fortieth, each murder
mystery experience is different and has different rules pertaining. Here are some tips
to review to help make sure the night is an unforgettable experience.

Be sure to arrive between the hours
of 8:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

Read Your Character Sheet This contains your identity and all the information you will need to play your part.
Do Not Reveal Everything About Your Character–While there are

many things that everyone needs to know about you, there are some things that
should remain secret. Use your discretion as to not give too much away-you may find
out at the party that you are the killer indeed!

Please Enter the Party Date Here

The closing party will take place at
Enter Address Here

Any questions, please contact
Enter RSVP Information Here

Dress The Part–It’s a proven fact that the more into character you are, the easier
it will be for you to truly enjoy all the aspects of the night. In addition, it adds to the
excitement, the photo opportunities, and your chance to be voted best dressed. See
www.nightofmystery.com for costume ideas.

Review your materials–Included in this invite will be the “Circus Bulletin”. Be
sure to review this for it includes background information on the other guests attending the
party. This information may come in useful the night of the party.
Use Your Money Creatively–Upon arrival, you will receive some money to

spend any way you choose. Bribery and blackmail are two of the most common uses
we found (and highly encouraged). The wealthiest player at the end of the night will
also receive an award for their ability to turn a profit.
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